MOBILE SYSTEM SETUP

Note: laptops, printers and black box must stay with their color group (yellow, green, blue). They are NOT interchangeable.

1. Setup table
2. Open the black case, remove black power cord and extension cord.
3. Plug extension cord into wall outlet and tune to table with the star-shaped outlet extender.
4. Plug black box’s power cord into right side of black box (A), then to either wall plug (preferred) or to extension outlets if cord can’t reach wall outlet. Open vents (B), 2 on box

5. Slide power switch (C) to the let on the front of small box in large black box. Takes a couple minutes for network to be live (as indicated by seeing “nav_1” connection on wireless icon).
6. If possible, keep black box lid up (antenna) and put either in front or side of table.
7. Connect two blue network cables to any of the small ports on the back of black box. The other end to each label printer.

8. Set the 2 label printers and 1 wireless printer on table

9. Run the 3 printer power cables to the star-shaoed outlet under table. Consider plugging in laptops. If not enough outlets there is another strip in supplies.

**SHUTDOWN**

1. Unplug black box power from wall or extension cord.

2. Slide small black box power switch to right (C from step 5 above)

3. If blue LED light on small box doesn’t go out press and hold silver power switch on top.